
Q3 YTD 1-Year 3-Year 5-Year 10-Year

ASSET CLASS PERSPECTIVES + MARKET INDEX RETURNS
Q4 2020

Barclays Global Aggregate 2.7% 5.7% 6.2% 4.1% 3.9% 2.4%

Barclays U.S. Aggregate 0.6% 6.8% 7.0% 5.2% 4.2% 3.6%

Barclays Corporate High Yield 4.6% 0.6% 3.3% 4.2% 6.8% 6.5%

S&P/LSTA U.S. Leveraged Loan Index 4.1% -0.7% 1.1% 3.1% 4.0% 4.3%

FIXED INCOME

S&P 500 (Large Cap) 8.9% 5.6% 15.1% 12.3% 14.1% 13.7%

S&P Small Cap 600 3.2% -15.2% -8.3% -0.3% 7.2% 10.6%

MSCI EAFE Index (International) 4.8% -7.1% 0.5% 0.6% 5.3% 4.6%

MSCI Emerging Markets Index 9.6% -1.2% 10.5% 2.4% 9.0% 2.5%

EQUITIES

HFRI Fund of Funds Diversified Index 3.7% 2.6% 5.4% 3.1% 3.0% 2.6%

HFRI Fund of Funds Composite Index 4.1% 2.4% 5.6% 2.8% 3.1% 2.5%

Bloomberg Commodity Index 9.1% -12.1% -8.2% -4.2% -3.1% -6.0%

Source: Morningstar, Bloomberg. Returns for periods longer than one year are annualized.
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Holding cash has material option value, especially during times of uncertainty, 
high valuations, and significant volatility. In the current low interest rate and 
relatively flat yield curve environment, short-term high quality cash equivalent 
strategies can be utilized to mitigate the cash drag on a portfolio without 
significant opportunity cost relative to fixed income.

CASH

Underweight – –  Neutral to Underweight  –  Neutral  =  Neutral to Overweight  +  Overweight  + +

Investors should seek investment grade exposure through short duration, quality assets and 
should diversify across the asset class (i.e., MBS, ABS, corporate bonds, and municipals) 
while avoiding passive indexing. Due to a lack of near-term inflationary pressure, short and 
intermediate duration investment grade debt carries relatively low risk of price declines as 
a result of a rise in rates; however, the relatively flat yield curve offers very little duration 
premium.  A relative overweight in core fixed income should be used to opportunistically 
fund equity allocations.

DELEGATE ADVISORS ASSET CLASS PERSPECTIVES:
Fourth Quarter 2020

Largely because of negative rates across Europe, global bonds fail to adequately 
compensate investors for duration and exchange rate risk. Investors should avoid 
bonds with a negative yield, many of which are found in many popular passive 
international indexing strategies.

Bank loans are susceptible to credit risk, which has increased as a result of COVID-19 
impacts on demand. While credit spreads have recovered from lows in March/April, default 
rates are likely to rise if the economic recovery sputters. Large amounts of “covenant lite” 
loans outstanding as a percentage of issuance could lead to lower than expected recovery 
rates and a prolonged downturn.  While the Fed can support market liquidity in this asset 
class, it is unlikely to bail out broken businesses.   

Spreads have tightened materially from early-year lows, but still remain above 
their 5 and 20 year averages, likely indicating further defaults in the future, 
which would be a headwind to forward returns. If spreads dramatically widen, we 
may recommend entering the asset class as a relatively short-term opportunity.

Emerging market debt could be impacted by global spread widening and currency 
volatility. We recommend avoiding debt of countries with uncertain sovereign 
issues and high potential for COVID-related shocks (e.g., Brazil).  
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Private markets provide a compelling illiquidity premium and a higher yield 
relative to public markets. Due to large capital inflows into direct lending 
strategies, we recommend focusing private debt exposure primarily on special 
situations and distressed strategies as we see defaults rising due to recessionary 
pressures that are exacerbated by COVID-19 impacts.

PRIVATE DEBT

Domestic equity markets do not appear to have fully priced in the risk of a slower-
than-expected economic recovery or a second wave of COVID-19 as valuations are 
close to historic highs. Delegate favors high quality companies with low leverage 
approach and an emphasis on sectors that have long-term secular tails winds (e.g., 
technology).  We recommend that investors take advantage of volatility and add 
towards policy targets when markets experience periodic downturns.

Domestic equity markets do not appear to have fully priced in the risk of a 
slower-than-expected economic recovery or a second wave of COVID-19. We 
recommend that investors take advantage of volatility and add towards policy 
targets when markets experience periodic downturns.

Eurozone equities carry relatively low valuations when compared to U.S. equities 
and Europe’s COVID-19 recovery appears to be ahead of the U.S., although a 
“second wave” remains a high risk.  We remain somewhat cautious, however, 
due to continued uncertainty regarding Brexit and growing social unrest across 
Europe.

Emerging market equities carry relatively lower valuations and higher long-
term growth potential than global developed equities. Investors should focus on 
country diversification (the MSCI Emerging Markets Index is ~33% China) and 
the potential for pockets of COVID-19 outbreaks. 

P.E. offers a compelling illiquidity premium relative to public markets. We favor 
small and middle market buyout, secondaries and sector specialists. Vintage 
year and strategy diversification is critical given late cycle market dynamics and 
elevated purchase multiples.

Many hedged strategies are designed to provide uncorrelated returns, alpha 
opportunities, and a reduction in overall portfolio risk. Heightened levels of 
volatility are likely to create a more favorable environment for managers to 
capture alpha. We favor market-neutral strategies with low beta exposure as a 
proxy for intermediate- to long-term bonds.
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This material is for information purposes only and for the use of the recipient. Under no circumstances is it to be considered an 
offer to sell, or a solicitation to buy any investment referred to in this document. Although we believe our sources to be reliable 
and accurate, we assume no responsibility for the accuracy of such third‐party data and the impact, financial or otherwise, it may 
have upon any client’s conclusions. Delegate Advisors, LLC, has not audited or otherwise verified this information and accepts 
no liability for loss arising from the use of this material. The information contained in this document is current as of the date 
indicated. Delegate Advisors, LLC, undertakes no obligation to update such information as of a more recent date. Any opinions 
expressed are our current opinions only. Nothing herein should be construed as investment, legal, tax or ERISA advice. You should 
consult with your independent lawyer, accountant or other advisors as to investment, legal, tax, ERISA and related matters to 
which it may be subject under the laws of the country of residence or domicile concerning the acquisition, holding or disposition 
of any investment in the account. Past performance is not indicative of future results. All investments involve risk including the 
loss of principal. Any investments discussed within this material may be subject to various fees and expenses, which will have a 
negative impact on performance. 

With retail, hospitality, and many office properties under pressure due to the potentially 
permanent effects of COVID-19, we favor opportunistic and value-add multi-family 
and commercial strategies with regionally focused managers who have significant market 
presence and access to differentiated deal flow. Patient and opportunistic managers with 
“dry powder” are likely to see compelling opportunities over the next 12 months as the 
lasting impacts from COVID-19 are realized.

REAL ESTATE
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Commodities tend to rise during later stages of economic expansion and provide 
a potential inflation hedge. We favor strategies that focus on underlying assets 
that display persistent backwardation, may have tight inventory balances, and 
may experience a price increase in response to an increase in demand.

COMMODITIES
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